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Recommendation ITU-T X.1643 

Security requirements and guidelines for virtualization containers in cloud 

computing environments 

1 Scope 

This Recommendation analyses security threats and challenges for virtualization containers in cloud 

computing environments and specifies a reference framework with security guidelines for 

virtualization containers in the cloud. 

2 References 

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions which, through 

reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the 

editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision; 

users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the 

most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the 

currently valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. The reference to a document within 

this Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation. 

[ITU-T X.1162] Recommendation ITU-T X.1162 (2008), Security architecture and operations 

for peer-to-peer networks. 

[ITU-T X.1255] Recommendation ITU-T X.1255 (2013), Framework for discovery of identity 

management information. 

[ITU-T X.1279] Recommendation ITU-T X.1279 (2020), Framework of enhanced 

authentication using telebiometrics with anti-spoofing detection mechanisms. 

[ITU-T X.1601] Recommendation ITU-T X.1601 (2015), Security framework for cloud 

computing. 

[ITU-T X.1605]  Recommendation ITU-T X.1605 (2020), Security requirements of public 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) in cloud computing. 

[ITU-T Y.3508]  Recommendation ITU-T Y.3508 (2019), Cloud computing – Overview and 

high-level requirements of distributed cloud. 

3 Definitions 

3.1 Terms defined elsewhere 

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere: 

3.1.1 access control [b-ITU-T X.800]: The prevention of unauthorized use of a resource, 

including the prevention of use of a resource in an unauthorized manner. 

3.1.2 cloud service image [ITU-T Y.3508]: An executable code with state information of a 

virtual machine (see clause 3.1.10) or container (see clause 3.1.11). 

3.1.3 execution environment [b-ITU-T Y.4500.1]: Logical entity that represents an environment 

capable of running software modules. 

3.1.4 gateway [b-ITU-T H.350.4]: A device that translates from one protocol to another. Often 

gateways translate between the IP network and the public switched voice network to allow 

integration of the two. 
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3.1.5 orchestration [b-ITU-T Y.3100]: In the context of IMT-2020, the processes aiming at the 

automated arrangement, coordination, instantiation and use of network functions and resources for 

both physical and virtual infrastructures by optimization criteria. 

3.1.6 overlay network [b-ITU-T X.1162]: An overlay network is a virtual network that runs on 

top of another network. Like any other network, the overlay network comprises a set of nodes and 

links between them. Because the links are logical ones, they may correspond to many physical links 

of the underlying network. 

3.1.7 registry [b-ITU-T X.1255]: A mechanism for registering metadata about digital entities 

and storing metadata schemas, and which provides an ability to search the registry for persistent 

identifiers based on the use of the metadata schemas. 

3.1.8 spoofing [b-ITU-T X.1279]: The pretence assumed by an entity to be a different entity, by 

presenting a recorded image or other biometric data sample, or an artificially derived biometric 

characteristic, in order to impersonate an individual. 

3.1.9 transport layer security [b-ITU-R BT.1699]: A protocol used to send and receive encoded 

data over the Internet. This protocol supports a combination of various security technologies 

including shared key cryptosystem, digital certificates, hash functions to prevent eavesdropping, 

message forgery, and spoofing. 

3.1.10 virtual machine (VM) [b-ITU-T Q.1743]: A software program that simulates a 

hypothetical computer central processing unit. The programs executed by a virtual machine are 

represented as byte codes, which are primitive operations for this hypothetical computer. 

3.1.11 virtualization container [b-ITU-T L.1362]: Partition of a compute node that provides an 

isolated virtualized computation environment. 

3.2 Terms defined in this Recommendation 

This Recommendation defines the following terms: 

3.2.1  node failure: An error where one or multiple network nodes could not be accessed in an 

orchestration system. 

3.2.2  packet sniffing attack: A method of tapping each packet as it flows across the network 

illegally. 

3.2.3  virtualization container bridge network mode: A network mode that allocates an 

individual namespace and an Internet protocol (IP) address to each virtualization container and 

allows the virtualization container to communicate with the host directly.  

3.2.4  virtualization container escape attack: Attacker illegally gets the 'executing' authority of 

a virtualization container and uses this authority to get higher authority of the virtualization 

container's host virtual machine (VM) or physical host server. 

4 Abbreviations and acronyms 

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms: 

ACL Access Control List 

API Application Programming Interface 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

DDOS Distributed Denial of Service 

DOS Denial of Service 

DTLS Datagram Transport Layer Security 
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IaaS Infrastructure as a Service 

IP Internet Protocol 

IPsec IP security protocol 

MITM Man-in-the-Middle 

OS Operating System 

TLS Transport Layer Security 

VM Virtual Machine 

VXLAN Virtual extensible Local Area Network 

5 Convention 

In this Recommendation: 

The keyword "may" indicate an optional requirement which is permissible, without implying any 

sense of being recommended. 

The keywords "shall" indicate a requirement which must be strictly followed and from which no 

deviation is permitted, if conformance to this Recommendation is to be claimed. 

The keywords "should" indicate a requirement which is recommended but which is not absolutely 

required. Thus, this requirement need not be present to claim conformance. 

The keywords "shall not" indicate a requirement which must be strictly followed and from which 

no deviation is permitted, if conformance to this Recommendation is to be claimed. 

6 Overview 

This Recommendation specifies a virtualization container security framework shown as Figure 6-1 

which includes user-layer security, access-layer security, resource-layer security, service-layer 

security, security management and security services. 

 

Figure 6-1 – Virtualization container security framework 
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The purpose of using this framework is to:  

– ensure the reliability and stability of the virtualization container in a cloud computing 

environment,  

– protect virtualization container security by protecting the security of all the component 

elements, e.g., user-layer, access-layer, resource-layer, etc., and  

– provide security management and security services to virtualization container service 

clients. 

Referring to Figure 6-1:  

a) User-layer security manages user's roles, identification information and operations in 

order to ensure user access control over virtualization containers, to authenticate users and 

to audit user operations. 

b) Access-layer security includes access control mechanisms, such as Web access, 

application programming interface (API) access. 

c) Resource-layer security: Resource layer security is divided into physical resource security, 

host security and virtual resource security.  

i. Physical resource security refers to the security of the hardware resources of the 

virtualization container, such as the security of computing resources (central processing 

unit (CPU), or memory), the network resources (router, switch), storage resources, etc. 

ii. Host security refers to the host server that the virtualization container is implemented 

on, such as the security of the host operation system (OS), VM, etc. 

iii. Virtual resource security refers to the security of the virtual components of 

virtualization, such as virtual computing, virtual network, virtual storage, etc. 

d) Security management refers to security management functions of a virtualization 

container in a cloud computing environment, including identity management, authentication 

management, security policies management, security operations management, maintenance 

management, etc. 

e) Security services provides virtualization container security capabilities to users in the form 

of services. 

7 Security challenges and threats for virtualization container in cloud computing 

7.1 Security challenges and threats for virtualization container execution environment 

The virtualization container execution environment is the first area which needs protection because 

it is typically the least secure and easiest place to insert malicious code. Besides, more threats can 

take place here, for example, malicious or moronic source code changes, malicious or mistaken 

alterations to automated build controllers, error-laden configuration scrips, and the addition of 

insecure libraries or insecure versions of existing code. 

7.2 Security challenges and threats for virtualization container during runtime  

7.2.1 Security challenges and threats for virtualization container runtime monitoring 

Virtualization containers are ephemeral, but this core value makes monitoring it difficult. In 

addition, monitoring tools have no visibility or awareness inside the virtualization container at API 

level, which makes it more difficult to monitor virtualization container behaviours during its 

runtime. 
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7.2.2 Security challenges and threats for virtualization container runtime isolation 

Isolation is a core security mechanism of virtualization containers. Referring to [ITU-T X.1605], 

virtual machine (VM) escape, which means vulnerabilities of interfaces between the VMs that 

attackers could exploit to control the VM or the host of VM, was one of the main security 

challenges to infrastructure as a service (IaaS) in cloud computing. Similarly, with insecure 

isolation, a virtualization container engine could suffer from a virtualization container escape attack, 

i.e., attackers could exploit a compromised virtualization container to attack other virtualization 

containers that share the same host OS, and further attack the underlying host OS or host directly.  

Improper handlings after virtualization container execution may also introduce other critical secure 

threats: 1) it could leak sensitive residual information to attackers; 2) if it could not release the 

computing or network resources properly, other virtualization containers might not acquire needed 

resources.  

7.3 Security challenges and threats for registry of virtualization container 

As defined in [ITU-T X.1255], registry is a mechanism for registering metadata about digital 

entities and storing metadata schemas, and which provides an ability to search the registry for 

persistent identifiers based on the use of the metadata schemas. In addition, the registry of a 

virtualization container contains important identification information for authorization. With either 

misconfigured security controls or vulnerability exploitation, attackers could potentially gain access 

to the registry of a virtualization container illegally and alter or delete the content entirely. Outdated 

software may have vulnerabilities and registry may suffer from these vulnerabilities as attackers 

could exploit their vulnerabilities to gain access via backdoor attacks. In addition, mismanaged 

configurations could also be exploited by attackers to hijack the registry of the virtualization 

container. 

7.4 Security challenges and threats for cloud service image 

As defined in [ITU-T Y.3508], cloud service image is an executable code with state information of 

virtual machines or virtualization containers, and includes operating systems, libraries, data files, 

applications, etc. Because virtualization containers are deployed based on cloud service images, the 

cloud service image security is the precondition of the virtualization container security. Cloud 

service images face following major threats: 

a) Software of cloud service images may contain vulnerabilities that can be exploited by 

attackers. 

b) With improper configuration, the cloud service image integrity check could fail to be 

verified. In addition, the accountability of validating the cloud service image integrity 

depends on application scenarios wherein cloud service providers are responsible if users 

deploy virtualization containers based on cloud service images provided by cloud service 

providers; whereas users are responsible if deployed virtualization containers are based on 

cloud service images from elsewhere, such as downloading from a registry.  

c) Cloud service image files may be tampered stealthily. For example, attackers could implant 

backdoor or malicious software into cloud service image files during upload or download. 

7.5 Security challenges and threats for operating system (OS) 

In the virtualization containerized environment, all the virtualization containers "share" the kernel 

and other host resources with the host system. Therefore, the underlying host OS represents the 

most critical target for attacks. If the OS is compromised, all the virtualization containers are 

compromised as well. Additionally, host-based controls and security policies can be applied on each 

virtualization container. Moreover, virtualization containers escape attacks that happen via bugs in 

the application code and can bypass the engine and access the host OS and the kernel that controls 

all the other applications. 
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7.6 Security challenges and threats for orchestration management system of virtualization 

container 

As defined in [b-ITU-T Y.3100], orchestration is the processes aiming at the automated 

arrangement, coordination, instantiation and use of network functions and resources for both 

physical and virtual infrastructures by optimization criteria, and it is a typical technology used in 

virtual networks (such as cloud computing environments). In a cloud virtualization container 

environment, an orchestration management system enables management of large-scale 

virtualization containers that are deployed in the cloud, and this faces several security challenges 

and threats as follows: 

a) Privilege abuse: If the security policy of the orchestration management system does not 

follow the least privilege principle, users could make use of it and operate virtualization 

containers beyond their own privileges, which results in significant security consequences. 

b) Unauthorized access to open API: Open APIs and other publicly accessible network 

resources such as network ports on the Internet expose new attacking surfaces. Attackers 

could exploit vulnerabilities of open APIs, such as improper authentication, authorization, 

integrity check, etc., and gain access to the virtualization container orchestration, and 

further operate or modify its virtualization containers.  

c) Node failure management: Node failure means one or multiple network nodes could not be 

accessed in an orchestration management system. Inappropriate handling of node failure 

could interfere with other regular nodes and the orchestration management. Attackers could 

make use of it maliciously and lower the performance of orchestrations. 

d) Configuration management: An orchestration management system of a virtualization 

container introduces different configurations on a huge amount of assets, and various types 

of services, which demands a high-level secure policy of configuration management. 

Misconfiguration could enlarge attacking surfaces, and result in significant security risks. 

For example, attackers could penetrate into the internal orchestration software through 

publicly accessible virtualization container applications. 

7.7 Security challenges and threats for virtualization container network 

A virtualization container network could run under two typical network modes, the virtualization 

container bridge network mode and the virtualization container overlay network mode, to 

communicate with other virtualization containers on the same host, across different hosts, or within 

virtualization containers.  

The virtualization container bridge network mode allocates individual namespace and an Internet 

protocol (IP) address to each virtualization container and allows the virtualization container to 

communicate with the host directly. 

As defined in [ITU-T X.1162], an overlay network is a virtual network that runs on top of another 

network. Like any other network, the overlay network comprises a set of nodes and links between 

them. Because the links are logical ones, they may correspond to many physical links of the 

underlying network. In a cloud virtualization container environment, a virtualization container 

overlay network connects distributed virtualization containers. Specifically, it builds a virtual 

overlay network on top of the underlay network of each host by the virtual extensible local area 

network (VXLAN) technique, to enable interconnecting virtualization containers and allow 

virtualization containers communicate across hosts.  

The common security challenges and threats for both of these two network modes of virtualization 

container includes:  

– Denial of service (DoS)/ distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack 

 A virtualization container network faces DoS/DDoS attack threats from both internal and 

external networks: 
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a) DoS/DDoS threats from internal networks: An attacker might exploit compromised 

virtualization containers to launch DoS/DDoS attacks on other virtualization containers 

on the same network, to overwhelm the computing resources of targets such as 

bandwidth, CPUs, etc. 

b) DoS/DDoS threats from external networks: Virtualization containers on the same host 

share the same physical network adapters. Additionally, if an attacker launches 

DoS/DDoS attacks on a target virtualization container by sending a large volume of 

data packets from botnet hosts, it might not only damage the target virtualization 

container, but also overwhelm the network bandwidth of the host machine, resulting in 

DoS/DDoS attacks on the host and on other virtualization containers as well. 

– Man-in-the-middle attack 

 Virtualization containers under various network modes do not provide encryption 

mechanisms initially, this results in virtualization containers that are actually vulnerable to 

man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack. For example, as defined in [ITU-T X.1279], spoofing is 

the pretence assumed by an entity to be a different entity, by presenting a recorded image or 

other biometric data sample, or an artificially derived biometric characteristic, in order to 

impersonate an individual, and it is a typical security threat. An attacker could exploit a 

comprised virtualization container and perform spoofing attacks on a target virtualization 

container on the same virtual network. In addition, if successful the attacker can actually 

hijack the normal network traffic of a virtualization container, and afterwards perform a 

series of man-in-the-middle attacks. 

Applications within virtualization containers may choose to do their own encryption using protocols 

such as transport layer security (TLS), or datagram transport layer security (DTLS). In these cases, 

an implementer who understands that the traffic within the virtualization container or, the traffic 

moving between virtualization containers, may choose not to duplicate the provision of encryption. 

The goal of this approach is to maximize protection of the inter-virtualization container traffic while 

minimizing the computational overhead associated with encrypting the same traffic more than once. 

The particular security threats that virtualization container bridge network mode and virtualization 

container overlay network mode face are described in clauses 7.7.1 and 7.7.2. 

7.7.1 Virtualization container bridge network mode 

Under the virtualization container bridge network mode, a virtualization container connects to a 

virtual network by its virtual network interface, which allow the virtualization container to 

communicate with the host directly and act as the initial gateway. Network packets of a 

virtualization container will be first sent to the initial gateway and then routed to other virtualization 

containers. Virtualization containers under the same virtual network are interconnected. 

Without a network security policy for the virtualization container bridge network mode, there is no 

network access control between virtualization containers. If there is no firewall and other network 

defensive mechanisms, an attacker sits in one virtualization container and can easily launch various 

attacks to other virtualization containers, for example by, spoofing, packet sniffing attack, etc., this 

results in severe consequences, such as sensitive information leakage, etc. 

Therefore, there are network security risks under the virtualization container bridge network mode 

without an effective network access control policy between virtualization containers on the same 

host. 

7.7.2 Virtualization container overlay network mode 

The virtualization container overlay network mode does not have initial network access control 

policy for virtualization containers. Also, because VXLAN network traffic is not encrypted by 

default, it needs to utilize other tunnelling protocols, such as the IP security protocol (IPsec), etc., to 

encrypt the VXLAN network traffic and ensure the data transfer security. 
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8 Security requirements and guidelines for virtualization containers in cloud computing 

environments 

This clause provides security requirements and guidelines according to the security challenges and 

threats for virtualization containers that are described in clause 7. 

8.1 Security requirements and guidelines for virtualization containers during runtime  

a) When making an update to applications or services, running virtualization containers shall 

be stopped and replaced with new virtualization containers. 

b) Tools should be used to look for common vulnerabilities in the runtimes deployed. Any 

instances at risk shall be upgraded. 

c) No unauthorized users shall have access to the virtualization container daemon. 

8.2 Security requirements and guidelines of registry of virtualization containers  

a) The server that hosts the registry should be locked down in order to mitigate the risk of 

attack there. 

b) Development tools, the orchestration management system and virtualization containers 

should be configured to only connect to registries over encrypted channels. 

c) Registries should be pruned of unsafe, vulnerable cloud service images that shall no longer 

be used. 

d) All access to registry should require authentication to ensure that only cloud service images 

from trusted entities can be added to it. 

8.3 Security requirements and guidelines of cloud service images of virtualization 

containers  

a) The purpose of cloud service images is to create an application or service virtualization 

container. Cloud service images for other tasks shall not be used. 

b) Cloud service image signatures should be validated before cloud service images execution 

to ensure cloud service images come from trusted sources and have not been tampered with. 

c) Continuous monitoring and maintenance of registries should be implemented to ensure 

cloud service images within them are maintained and updated as vulnerabilities and 

configuration requirements change. 

d) Accessing cloud service images should use immutable names that specify discrete versions 

of cloud service images. 

8.4 Security requirements and guidelines of the host OS of virtualization containers 

a) Attack vectors should be minimized by eliminating all but the essentials from the host 

environment. 

b) Virtualization containerized and non-virtualization containerized workloads shall not be 

mixed on the same host instance. 

c) The version of host OS should be validated by implementing management practices and 

tools. 

d) All authentication to the OS should be audited. 

e) Virtualization containers should run with the minimal set of file system permissions 

required. Any file changes in the host OS of virtualization container should only be made 

with the authorisation policies.  
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8.5 Security requirements and guidelines of the orchestration management system of 

virtualization containers 

a) An orchestration management system should be installed from an official, trusted, up-to-

date source. 

b) The orchestration management system should be configured to provide high availability 

and automatic failover to the extent possible. 

c) The orchestration management system should use a least a privilege access model where 

the user is only granted the ability to perform the specific actions on the specific host, 

virtualization container and cloud service image. 

d) Strong authentication methods, such as requiring multifactor authentication instead of just a 

password, should be used for administrative accounts of the orchestration management 

system. 

e) The orchestration management system should be configured to separate network traffic into 

discrete virtual networks by sensitivity levels. 

f) The orchestration management system should be configured to isolate deployments to 

specific sets of hosts by sensitivity levels. 

8.6 Security requirements and guidelines of virtualization containers in different network 

modes 

8.6.1 Inter virtualization container traffic restriction for virtualization container bridge 

network mode 

In bridge network mode, the default initial security configuration of the virtualization container 

does not control and restrict network access. In order to prevent potential DoS/DDoS threats, there 

should be network access control policies according to actual requirements, including: 

a) Inter virtualization container communication shall be prohibited completely if possible. In 

specific application scenarios, if all virtualization containers on the host do not need 

network communication with each other, virtualization container to virtualization container 

communication could be prohibited by changing the default security configuration. 

b) Inter virtualization container access control policies should be implemented: In a 

virtualization container cloud environment where multi-tenancy exists, there may be a 

situation where a single virtualization container occupies many hosts to overwhelm the 

bandwidth of other virtualization containers. In order to ensure regular communication 

between virtualization containers and avoid abnormal traffic that are caused by DoS/DDoS 

attacks, restriction mechanisms on the communication traffic between virtualization 

containers should be implemented. 

c) Encryption mechanisms and policies should be implemented, e.g., to utilize IPsec protocol 

to encrypt the traffic and ensure the confidentiality of inter virtualization container 

communication, thus preventing network sniffing or man-in-the-middle attacks. 

8.6.2 Inter virtualization container access control 

a) Access control for virtualization container bridge network mode 

 In bridge network mode, the default initial security configuration of virtualization 

containers allows virtualization containers to connect to the same virtual network and 

communicate with each other directly. Therefore, in order to prevent abnormal accesses, 

access control mechanisms and policies should be configured on demand. Including: 

1) Different virtual networks for virtualization containers should be configured to achieve 

network isolation between different virtualization containers. This will block 
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communication traffic with other networks and achieve the isolation purpose between 

virtualization container networks. 

2) Access control based on whitelist policy should be implemented to ensure the network 

security between virtualization containers, communication between virtualization 

containers should be prohibited by default, and then configure the access control rules 

on demand. Access control based on whitelist policy reduces the attack surface by 

minimization strategy.  

b) Access control for virtualization container overlay network mode 

 In virtualization container overlay network mode, different virtualization containers can 

access each other directly on the same subnet and host. Access control list (ACL) access 

rules should be added manually in the host access control policies, or a firewall should be 

deployed on the host, to control access from external hosts to internal virtualization 

container applications.  

In a large virtualization container cloud environment, it might not be practical to update firewall 

rules manually due to the frequent dynamic updates of microservices [b-ITU-T J.1301]. It is 

recommended to utilize some tools to manage the process automatically, such as virtualization 

container micro-segmentation which is a virtualization container firewall technique that provides 

fine-grained network segmentation isolation mechanisms and can perform segmentation isolation 

for a single virtualization container, virtualization containers in a same subset network, or 

virtualization container applications, and can implement network access control policies 

accordingly. 
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